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The segmented body pattern of the Drosophila embryo is established through a hierarchical network of interacting genes.
At each successive step in this pathway, transcriptional regulation is used to convert coarse positional information into
®ner patterns of gene expression. Central to this process are the cis-regulatory regions that drive the dynamic spatial
expression of the different segmentation genes. Here we describe the cis-regulatory region of the runt gene. As found for
both other primary pair-rule genes, hairy and even-skipped, there are stripe-speci®c elements which mediate the initial
regulation of runt stripes by gap genes. We did not ®nd autoregulatory elements as described for even-skipped and fushi
tarazu. The regulation of runt by other pair-rule genes is mediated by a large region, extending over 5 kb upstream and
downstream of the transcription start site. This ``disperse'' element cannot be subdivided into functionally independent
subelements or minimal elements. Such disperse elements mediating pair-rule gene interactions may have escaped detection
in other segmentation genes and may involve molecular mechanisms different from those mediating regulation by gap
genes. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION latory interactions between the pair-rule genes (Pankratz
and JaÈckle, 1993). The ®nal step of the hierarchy involves
converting the pair-rule patterns, which have a two-seg-The segmental organization of the Drosophila body plan
ment periodicity, into the segmentally repeated activitiesis revealed as early as the cellular blastoderm stage by 14
of the segment-polarity genes such as engrailed (Inghamone-cell-wide stripes of engrailed expressing cells. The gen-
and Martinez-Arias, 1992).eration of this regular and precise pattern is achieved during
The most prominent biochemical feature of this patternthe ®rst 3 hr of embryogenesis by a three-step hierarchical
formation process is transcriptional regulation. One of theprocess. The ®rst step involves converting the spatial infor-
maternal organizers, all of the gap genes, most of the pair-mation provided by three maternal gradient systems into
rule genes, and several of the segment-polarity genes en-several broad and overlapping expression domains of zygotic
code transcription factors. Cell biological processes othergap genes (St Johnston and NuÈ sslein-Volhard, 1992). In the
than transcriptional regulation are involved in segmenta-second step, the overlapping borders of these domains func-
tion, for example in the establishment of the maternaltion as short-range gradient systems to de®ne the position
gradients during oogenesis or in the maintenance of theof pair-rule gene stripes, the ®rst indication of a periodic
segmental primordia through the stages of germ band ex-pattern along the anterior±posterior axis (HuÈ lskamp and
tension and retraction. However, the machinery that in-Tautz, 1991; Pankratz and JaÈckle, 1993). These perfectly
terprets the morphogenetic gradients and subdivides theperiodic patterns of pair-rule gene expression appear to arise
embryo into a metameric prepattern resides entirely in theinitially as a combination of individual stripes, each of
cis-regulatory regions of the segmentation genes. Severalwhich is generated quite independently (Howard et al.,
fundamental principles of transcriptional regulation, i.e.,1988). Later the stripes are re®ned and maintained by regu-
activation, repression, threshold responses, and combina-
torial action are utilized by these cis-regulatory regions.
The well-established genetic framework of segmentation,1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: /49 89
5902 450. E-mail: klingler@zi.biologie.uni-muenchen.de. combined with the genetic and molecular tools available
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in Drosophila, has made the segmentation genes excellent Prior to its expression in a pair-rule pattern, runt is ex-
pressed in a broad domain in the center of the syncitialmodels for investigating these regulatory mechanisms
(Driever et al., 1989; Hoch et al., 1992; Schier and Gehring, blastoderm stage embryo (Klingler and Gergen, 1993). Ex-
pression at this stage is important for the female-speci®c1993; Small et al., 1992).
Of special interest in this pattern formation process is activation of Sex-lethal, the pivotal switch gene in the sex
determination pathway (Duffy and Gergen, 1991). In addi-the regulation of the pair-rule genes. It is at this level that
periodicity is ®rst generated from nonperiodic positional tion, this early central domain of runt has a gap-like func-
tion during segmentation (Tsai and Gergen, 1994). Later,information. Analysis of pair-rule gene cis-regulatory re-
gions has identi®ed three kinds of regulatory elements: during cellularization, runt is expressed ®rst in a 7-stripe
and then in a 13-stripe pattern (Gergen and Butler, 1988;stripe-speci®c, autoregulatory, and zebra elements. Stripe-
speci®c elements have been identi®ed and characterized in Klingler and Gergen, 1993). Although no function has yet
been documented for this 13-striped pattern, it is notablesome detail for eve and hairy. These elements are thought to
function as separate enhancers, each integrating regulatory that the transition from a pair-rule pattern to a segmental
pattern is a feature shared by four other pair-rule genesinput from two or three overlapping gap domains in order
to generate one stripe at one speci®c position in the embryo (Coulter et al., 1990; Frasch et al., 1987; Grossniklaus et al.,
1992; Kilchherr et al., 1986). Finally, when segmentation(Small et al., 1991). The stripe patterns of eve and hairy
are thought to be initially generated by the combination is complete, runt is expressed in a subset of cells in the
developing nervous system and functions to specify cellof several such independent elements (Goto et al., 1989;
Harding et al., 1989; Howard et al., 1988; Howard and fates in speci®c neural lineages (Duffy et al., 1991). Consis-
tent with this complex and dynamic pattern, we ®nd thatStruhl, 1990; Langeland et al., 1994; Pankratz et al., 1990).
The autoregulatory elements of eve and ftz represent a the runt cis-regulatory region contains a diversity of regula-
tory elements. Our identi®cation and analysis of severalsecond type of cis-element. These elements are involved in
maintenance rather than in initiation of pair-rule stripes. discrete stripe-speci®c elements indicates that some aspects
of runt regulation follow principles similar to those knownThey function to keep the respective gene active in cells
which expressed it previously, and they generate patterns from other primary pair-rule genes. However, a prominent
feature of runt regulation is that important aspects of itsof seven stripes rather than single stripes. In both cases,
expression is abolished if the endogenous gene is inactive expression are controlled by sites which are dispersed over
large areas of upstream and downstream DNA rather than(Hiromi and Gehring, 1987; Jiang et al., 1991). For stripe-
speci®c and autoregulatory elements, direct interactions being clustered into discrete functional elements.
with relevant gap and pair-rule regulatory proteins have
been demonstrated in vitro and in some cases the function-
ality of these interactions have been demonstrated in vivo MATERIALS AND METHODS
(Jiang et al., 1991; Schier and Gehring, 1992; Small et al.,
1992). Plasmids
The third kind of regulatory element is represented by
The reporter gene constructs in this paper were transformed intothe ftz zebra element (Hiromi et al., 1985). Like the autoreg-
Drosophila by P-element transformation, using two slightly differ-
ulatory elements, this element generates a pattern of seven ent transformation vectors. The ®rst of these is based on pC4-bgal
stripes. This pattern depends on the activity of the gap genes and carries LacZ in the same orientation as white/ (Thummel et
and the primary pair-rule genes, but the mechanistic princi- al., 1988). runt DNA was inserted upstream of the two genes, adja-
ples underlying the regulation of the zebra element are not cent to the P end. The fusion between runt and LacZ was made in
clear. Dissection of the ftz zebra element has identi®ed sub- the coding regions of both genes, such that the resulting fusion
protein contains the N-terminal 73 amino acids of runt (Butler etelements, such as the fDE elements which play central roles
al., 1992). For convenience of cloning sites, and in order to betterin generating a periodic pattern in response to gap and pair-
isolate the reporter gene from enhancer trap effects, another vectorrule regulatory cues (Dearolf et al., 1989; Topol et al., 1991;
based on plasmid pCASPER-AUG-bgal (Thummel et al., 1988) wasTsai and Gergen, 1995). However, for most of the likely
used for the majority of constructs. In this plasmid, the regulatoryspatial regulators of the zebra element, gap and pair-rule
runt DNA was inserted between LacZ and white/, with both genes
genes, no direct interaction with such subelements has been being transcribed toward the P ends. The runt-LacZ gene fusion in
shown so far. Thus, the precise manner of zebra regulation this case is in the leader sequences, using a KpnI site which was
is still obscure. introduced into position /170 of the runt leader via PCR (250 bp
In this paper, we investigate the cis-regulatory region of of PCR product were introduced). Several constructs were tested in
runt. The runt gene is homologous to a small family of both vectors, and there was no signi®cant difference in expression.
vertebrate genes that encode the a subunit of the transcrip-
tion factor PEBP2/CBF. The region of homology is a 128-
Nomenclature of Constructsamino-acid domain, termed the Runt domain, which is re-
sponsible both for DNA binding and for interaction with DNA from the runt region was cloned upstream of either a basal
the unrelated PEBP2/CBF b subunit (Kagoshima et al., runt promoter (constructs in Fig. 1B) or a larger promoter with
more than 1 kb of DNA immediately upstream of the runt tran-1993). runt does not only function during segmentation.
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scription start site (constructs in Fig. 1A). The letters and numbers to this is the ``6-stripe element'' which is situated down-
in the construct names indicate the restriction sites ¯anking the stream of the transcription unit (Fig. 1D). This element gave
respective fragments (B, BamHI; X, XhoI; E, EcoRI; G, BglII; S, strong activity in combination with the extended promoter
SalI; N, NcoI), as well as the approximate position of the more only. Most likely it would have been missed had we worked
upstream located restriction site. For example, the construct solely with the runt basal promoter.06GGrb contains the fragment between a BglII site at position
We identi®ed a variety of regulatory elements located06 kb to the next BglII site more downstream, which is situated
both upstream and downstream of the runt transcriptionat 01.3 kb. More than three letters designate fragments which
unit which direct patterned expression in the embryo (Fig.contain one of the ¯anking restriction sites more than once.
1D). Together, these elements account for most, but not all,015XXG, for example, contains a fragment extending from the
XhoI site at 014 kb, over a XhoI site at 012 kb, down to the aspects of runt regulation. One fairly large regulatory region
BglII site at about 08 kb. The fragments used can be related to a comprises the 5 kb of 5* ¯anking DNA immediately up-
restriction map of the region published previously (Gergen and stream of the transcription start site (7-stripe ``element'').
Butler, 1988). In the course of this work, an additional BglII site This region alone generates a complex succession of pat-
was discovered, close to the XhoI site at position 015 kb. Another terns quite similar to that of the endogenous gene. However,
site used, the 5* EcoRI site in the fragment /1EE, is not present there are signi®cant deviations, especially in the neural ex-
in the runt map but is derived from the linker of the lambda phage
pression. This led us to test other DNA fragments furtherfrom which this fragment was subcloned. Position /1 bp of the
upstream and downstream of the runt transcription unit.map designates the transcription start site. The presumptive po-
These experiments identi®ed another neural element asly(A) signal of runt is at position /2868 bp.
well as two additional regions of import for runt's stripe
pattern. One of these regions is the above-mentioned 6-
Mutant Strains, in Situ Hybridization stripe element, located between /3 and/6 kb, which medi-
ates expression in six narrow stripes in the late cellularThe following mutant alleles were used for this paper: bcdE1;
blastoderm stage up to the extending germ band embryo.Df(3R)PXT15 (hb0); Df(1)62g18 (gt0); Dp(1;2)B98 (Kr0); kniFC;
The other regulatory region is located further upstream,Df(3R)tll-g (tll0); hK1; Df(2R)eve1.27; runVE751, ftzW20. In situ hybrid-
between 014 and 09 kb. This region contains elementsization was performed using protocols published previously (Haupt-
mann and Gerster, 1994; Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Tautz and which generate strong expression in three nonadjacent sin-
Pfei¯e, 1989). gle stripes as well as in a fourth stripe at a much reduced
intensity (stripe-speci®c elements). In the sections that fol-
low, we describe the stripe patterns generated by these dif-
RESULTS ferent regions, as well as our initial analysis of their internal
structure. An analysis of the neural elements will be pre-
sented elsewhere (J. Soong and J. P. Gergen, in preparation).To identify DNA elements responsible for runt pat-
terning, we investigated the regulatory properties of a series
of overlapping DNA fragments that together span from 19
A Disperse Region Generating Seven Stripeskb upstream to 17 kb downstream of the runt transcription
unit. These fragments were inserted upstream of a lacZ Reporter genes with runt DNA extending some 5 kb up-
stream of the transcription initiation site generate a com-reporter gene in plasmids amenable for P-element-mediated
transformation (see Materials and Methods and legend to plex series of expression patterns. Subdivision of this ``7-
stripe region'' identi®ed few distinct subelements, sug-Fig. 1). Expression of LacZ mRNA in embryos bearing these
fusion genes was assessed by whole-mount in situ hybrid- gesting that regulatory sites responsible for stripe formation
are spread diffusely over the whole region. To demonstrateization. At least two or three, but in most cases four
transgenic lines were examined for each reporter gene con- this, we describe in turn the expression from a series of
nested deletion constructs: 08.5B, 06G, 05B, 02.6B, andstruct. To maximize detection of weak elements, our re-
porter gene constructs used a DNA segment containing the 01.3G (Figs. 1A and 1C). The ®rst three constructs display
identical patterns in the blastoderm stage, indicating thatbasal promoter of runt rather than a heterologous promoter.
This basal promoter, which includes from 60 bp upstream the DNA from 08.5 to 05 kb does not contribute sites
relevant for segmentation. Expression from construct 05Bto 170 bp downstream of the runt transcription start site,
gave no consistent expression in the absence of enhancer is depicted in Figs. 2A±2E: in the early syncitial blastoderm,
a central domain is generated very similar to that of theelements. In an attempt to identify silencer elements, we
also used a runt promoter with 1.3 kb of immediate up- endogenous runt gene. At midblastoderm, stripes begin to
appear above the level of the slowly declining early expres-stream DNA for a number of reporter gene constructs (Fig.
1A). This larger basal promoter alone confers transcriptional sion. These stripes become more distinct toward the end
of the blastoderm stage and persist through gastrulation.activation at a low level in all cells of the blastoderm em-
bryo, such that activation above this level as well as inhibi- During gastrulation and germ band extension, an additional
set of very weak stripes is detected in the interstripes andtion could be detected. However, we did not identify any
exclusively inhibitory element. In general, elements gave posterior to the last of the primary stripes (Figs. 2D±2E).
This 5-kb regulatory region thus appears to faithfully medi-similar patterns with these two promoters. One exception
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FIG. 1. Diagram of runt fragments used in reporter gene constructs, LacZ expression generated by these constructs, and summary of
regulatory elements. (A±C) Reporter gene constructs. On the left, the extent of runt fragments tested is shown. A scale of the map is
given below panel C. Position /1 bp (i.e., 0 kb) of the map designates the transcription start site. For terminology of constructs see
Material and Methods. The grid on the right is used to indicate the different aspects of runt's expression pattern that are generated by
different constructs. The shading of the rectangles in the grid indicates the level of expression. The components of runt expression shown
are single stripes from stripe-speci®c elements (at the syncitial blastoderm), expression in a central domain (early syncitial blastoderm),
in seven stripes (cellular blastoderm stage), in an additional set of six stripes (gastrulation), and in the central nervous system. (A) Reporter
gene constructs used for the initial scan of the runt region for regulatory elements. These constructs contain an extended promoter with
1.3 kb of DNA immediately upstream of the transcription unit. This extended promoter has some basic activity in all blastoderm cells
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FIG. 2. Expression from the 7-stripe region and its regulation by pair-rule genes. As in the following ®gures, embryos carrying reporter
gene constructs are depicted with anterior to left and dorsal up. LacZ mRNA was detected by nonradioactive in situ hybridization. Note
that the embryos in (F±I) and (K±M) are overstained relative to the other embryos in this ®gure. (A±E) Construct 05B, time series with
the following stages: syncitial blastoderm, midcellularization, completed cellularization, the onset of germ band extension, and near the
end of germ band extension. (F±H) Construct 02.6B, in the syncitial blastoderm, at the completion of cellularization and near the end of
germ band extension. (K±M) Construct 01.3G at similar stages. (J, N, O) construct 08.5B in ftz0, runt0 and eve0, respectively (the pattern
of this construct in wild type is very similar to that of the 05B construct in A±E). (I) Construct 06GGrb: strongly reduced expression of
a 7-stripe construct in which sequences immediately upstream of the basal promoter are deleted, which contain an activating subelement.
Note that two bilateral patches of cells stain in the dorsal head region (D, E, G, H, J). This expression is due to the most proximal neural
element which overlaps the 7-stripe region. Also note that an additional stripe in the head region of overstained embryos (G, L) is an
artifact due to vector sequences.
ate most aspects of runt patterning during segmentation. sion of runt. First, the early domain as well as the stripes
produced by the reporter genes last longer than the onesHowever, there are a few subtle but signi®cant differences
between this dynamic pattern and the endogenous expres- formed by the endogenous gene. This may be an artifact
which should allow the detection of exclusively inhibitory elements. Most fragments downstream of the transcription start site were
tested in both orientations (» …), but no signi®cant difference in expression was found. (B) Constructs used to test identi®ed elements with
a basal runt promoter (060 to /170 base pairs). With the exception of the downstream 6-stripe element, all of the elements shown function
with this promoter as well as with the extended one. (C) Subdivisions of the 7-stripe element. Upstream deletions result in a successive
degradation of the pattern, while internal deletions within the 7-stripe element generally result in loss of most of the activity. (D) Location
of regulatory elements. The extent of the runt transcription unit is indicated as thick arrow. The neural elements, one of which overlaps
the 7-stripe element, will be described in a separate paper (J. Soong and J. P. Gergen, unpublished).
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due to increased stability of the lacZ mRNA relative to the Taken together, these data indicate that activating and re-
pressing sites are distributed throughout the 7-stripe region,endogenous runt transcript, or it may indicate the lack of
inhibitory sites. A second difference is that the stripes from while essential activating sequences are localized within
700 bp immediately upstream of the basal promoter.these reporter genes arise delayed relative to the endogenous
stripes (they also arise signi®cantly later than the stripes
from stripe-speci®c elements). Thirdly, stripes 3 and 5 show
An Additional Set of Stripe-Speci®c Elementsrelatively weak expression, and stripe 7 is not as wide as
that of the endogenous gene. Finally, the transition from 7 The DNA between 014 and 09 kb gives rise to four
stripes (Figs. 3A±3C) which correspond to the stripes 1, 3,to 13 stripes is less conspicuous as the additional stripes
remain lower in intensity. These differences hint at the 5, and 7 of the endogenous runt gene. In contrast to the
promoter proximal region that generates seven stripes, thiscontribution of the stripe-speci®c elements and the 6-stripe
element to the endogenous pattern (see below). interval can be further subdivided into three independent
elements for stripes 1, 3, and 5 (Figs. 3D, 3I, and 3K). So far,In contrast to the results obtained with the ®rst three
constructs, the expression patterns produced by the shorter we have delimited the size of these elements to 1.5, 2.5,
and 1.7 kb, respectively. Several properties of these three02.6B and 01.3G constructs are quantitatively and qualita-
tively impaired (Figs. 2F±2H and 2K±2M, respectively). elements are similar to those of the stripe-speci®c elements
from eve and hairy. The elements for stripes 3 and 5 func-Both constructs promote expression of an early central do-
main, but as less upstream DNA is included, this expression tion with a heterologous promoter (hsp70 basal promoter),
and they can function in both orientations (not shown; thespreads toward the poles. Apparently, the DNA in the 05/
02.6 as well as in the02.6/01.3 interval contains sequences stripe 1 element was not tested). Stripes 1 and 3 become
active early in the syncitial blastoderm, about the timethat mediate polar repression. Genetic evidence suggests
that this repression is conferred through bicoid (bcd), when stripes are ®rst discerned in the endogenous runt pat-
tern. They reach maximal intensity at midcellularizationtailless, and huckebein (Klingler and Gergen, 1993). There-
fore, these observations may indicate the presence of bind- and are still detectable during gastrulation. In contrast, the
®rst appearance of stripe 5 is somewhat delayed and it doesing sites for these gene products in the interval from 05 kb
to 01.3 kb. Also the stripe-pattern is severely affected in not reach the same level of intensity. It could be that this
stripe element is incomplete. However, stripe 5 emergesthe smaller constructs: in the 02.6B construct, the 7 stripes
are weaker and less regular than in the larger constructs, later than stripes 1 and 3 in the endogenous pattern also
(Klingler and Gergen, 1993). It seems likely, therefore, thatand there is ectopic expression present in the interstripes
(Fig. 2G). In the01.3G construct this is even more extreme, this element is intrinsically weaker than the other two.
A faint stripe 7 is detected in many embryos of lineswith the stripes being barely detectable above this back-
ground (Fig. 2L). Paradoxically, the expression in 14 stripes bearing the 013SG, 013SGrb, 012BBG, and 011EErb con-
structs. The early appearance of this faint stripe is sugges-during germ band extension is more regular than in the
longer constructs (Fig. 2M). Probably, this is mostly due to tive of regulation by gap genes, but the regulatory sites for
stripe 7 do not appear to be organized in a typical stripe-a reduced expression of the ®rst set of 7 stripes such that
the ®rst set and the second set become equal in intensity. speci®c element similar to those that make stripes 1, 3, and
5. It is most reliably detected in lines of the large 015XXGWe note that the embryos in Fig. 2 which carry shorter
constructs (i.e., Figs. 2F±2H and 2K±2M) are overstained construct which contains the whole region, but also in lines
carrying the constructs 014GBrb and 011EErb. These tworelative to those of the 05B construct (Figs. 2A±2E). The
®gure therefore overemphasizes the interpretation that constructs contain nonoverlapping DNA segments and both
generate a very weak stripe 7. This suggests that regulatorymost activating sites are localized proximally (i.e., close to
the transcription start site) and most inhibitory sites dis- sites for this stripe are distributed over a large region. Addi-
tional sites for this stripe may lay outside of the 015XXGtally. However, promoter-proximal sequences indeed do
have a special role in activation of the 7-stripe region. This construct, as even the expression from the large fragment
is not as strong, and the stripe borders not as sharp as thoseis demonstrated by construct 06GGrb (Fig. 1C). This con-
struct lacks sequences between base pairs 01300 to 060, of the other three stripes.
but it contains the DNA which makes the difference be-
tween a good 7-stripe pattern (construct 05B; see Fig. 2C) A Late Element for the Additional Set of Sixand a very poor pattern (construct 01.3G; see Fig. 2L). The
Stripesexpression generated by this construct is extremely low or
absent. The early domain is not formed and faint stripes are Between /3 and/6 kb (i.e., downstream of the runt tran-
scription start site), the ``6-stripe element'' is located (Fig.detected in only a few embryos (Fig. 2I). A similar loss of
expression is observed for construct 02.6DNS which lacks 1D). This element may be smaller than 3 kb as we have not
further dissected this region. The 6-stripe element generatesDNA from 0720 to 060 bp. (Fig. 1C). These results clearly
show that the promoter-proximal sequences, though not its pattern of narrow stripes at the very end of cellulariza-
tion, and it remains active during gastrulation and germsolely responsible for strong activation, are absolutely re-
quired for the early domain as well as the stripe patterns. band extension (Figs. 4A±4C). These stripes therefore arise
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FIG. 3. Stripe-speci®c elements of runt and their regulation by eve and by gap-genes. (A±C) Construct 015XXG, which directs expression
in four stripes (stripes 1, 3, 5, and 7). Three successive stages during cellularization are shown. (D) Construct 011EErb (stripe 3) in wt.
(E±H) Construct 012BBG, giving rise predominantly to stripes 3 and 5. Shown is the expression in wt (E) and in embryos mutant for hb,
kni, and gt. (I, J) construct 012BErb (stripe 5) in wt and in Kr0. (K, L) construct 014GBrb (stripe 1) in wt and eve0. It is apparent that the
borders of stripe 3 are de®ned by hb and kni (E, F, and G), and those of stripe 5 by Kr (I, J) and gt (E, H).
much later than those of the 7-stripe region. They interdig- stripe element in front of a runt basal promoter results in
extremely weak expression (Fig. 4F, compare with Fig. 4C;itate the stripes of the 7-stripe pattern: embryos carrying
two reporter gene constructs, one with the 7-stripe region the embryo in Fig. 4F is actually one of few embryos show-
ing any detectable expression at all). The timing of 6-stripeand one with the 6-stripe element, form 13 strong stripes
during gastrulation and germ band extension (Figs. 4D and element activity and the accuracy of its expression pattern
are reminiscent of the autoregulatory element of the eve4E). As with the endogenous gene, the stripes are initially
not spaced evenly, indicating that subsequently at least one gene. We have not studied the regulation of the runt 6-stripe
element in depth; previous work suggests that its patternof the two sets of stripes must shift its position slightly. As
described above, the 7-stripe region alone promotes expres- depends on a number of other primary and secondary pair-
rule genes (Klingler and Gergen, 1993). In runt0 embryos,sion at this developmental stage in 7 strong primary stripes
and 7 very weak additional ones. Therefore, the second set the pattern from the 6-stripe element is strongly altered,
but some of the stripes are still expressed at a normal levelof runt stripes which appear at the end of cellularization is
predominantly generated by the 6-stripe element, with a (not shown). Therefore, runt autoactivation is not abso-
lutely required for activity of this element.minor contribution of the 7-stripe region, such that alto-
gether 13 strong and a weak 14th stripe are formed.
Phasing of Reporter Gene StripesThe 6-stripe element is not an independent enhancer, as
it requires promoter-proximal sequences in addition to the Figure 5 depicts embryos doubly stained for a reporter
gene (blue) and endogenous runt (brown). We used doublerunt basal promoter. Expression of a construct with the 6-
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FIG. 4. The 6-stripe element. (A±C) Construct /1EE, time series. Between the 6 distinct stripes from this element, the primary set of
7 stripes is detected at a low level in the extended germ band. These derive from the extended promoter in this construct. (D±E) Embryos
carrying two constructs (06G and /1EE), one of which generates a 7-stripe pattern, and the other one a 6-stripe pattern. The embryos
therefore show 13 stripes altogether, of which the odd stripes are generated by the 7-stripe element (stripe 1 and 13 labeled ``7''), and the
even stripes by the 6-stripe element (stripe 2 labeled ``6''). In this combination of lines, the 6-stripe pattern appears stronger than the 7-
stripe pattern. As in the endogenous runt pattern, the spacing between the 13 stripes becomes even only after gastrulation. (F) Construct
/1EErb: with the basal promoter only, very weak expression from the 6-stripe element is visible in a few embryos.
in situ staining rather than antibody staining to avoid prob- the later stripe pattern of the 05B construct). Figure 5B
shows almost perfect register of the 7-stripe pattern fromlems related to low turnover of LacZ protein (expression
from the early central domain, for example, would obscure construct 05B relative to endogenous runt. The reporter
FIG. 5. Phasing of reporter gene mRNA (blue) relative to endogenous runt mRNA (brown). (A) runt expression at midblastoderm stage.
Note that stripe 7 is about twice as wide as the other stripes. (B) Expression from the 05B construct overlaps runt expression, changing
the stain from brown to dark brown in most cells. Only the posterior half of stripe 7 remains light brown as this stripe is narrow in the
reporter gene. Also the stain in stripe 5 remains more lightly stained, as this stripe is quite weak in the reporter gene. Otherwise, the
two patterns are identical. Note that LacZ mRNA is localized in the cytoplasm below the nuclei while runt mRNA is located in the
apical cytoplasm above the nuclear layer. (C) Embryo carrying construct 015XXG. Stripes 1, 3, and 5 from this construct coincide precisely
with the endogenous pattern. The weakly expressed stripe 7 is not detected in double-stained embryos. (D) First appearance of the 6-stripe
pattern from construct /1EE in the blastoderm. Like in the endogenous gene, these stripes arise at a position slightly off the center of
the interstripes (see also Figs. 4D±4E).
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gene deviates only somewhat from the endogenous gene in embryos mutant for likely transregulators. Gap-gene muta-
tions have several readily interpretable effects on the expres-respect to stripes 5 and 7. As described above, stripe 5 from
this reporter gene is weaker, and stripe 7 narrower than sion driven by the elements for stripes 3 and 5. In wild-
type embryos, stripe 3 is positioned between the anteriorthose of the endogenous gene. Figure 5C indicates proper
register of stripes 1, 3, and 5 from construct 015XXG. Also expression domain of hunchback (hb) and the knirps (kni)
domain. In hb0, the expression from the stripe 3 element isthe stripes from the 6-stripe element arise at exactly the
position of the endogenous set of additional stripes, i.e., expanded anteriorly and in kni0 posteriorly (Figs. 3F and 3G).
Thus, these two gap-genes de®ne the anterior and posteriorsomewhat anterior of the center of interstripes (Fig. 5D).
Subsequently this pattern becomes evenly spaced (not margins of this stripe, respectively. In a similar manner, the
anterior and posterior margins of stripe 5 appear to be set byshown, but see also Figs. 4D±4E). In summary, all three
regulatory regions that we identi®ed mediate expression of KruÈ ppel (Kr) and giant (gt) (Figs. 3H and 3J).
The above regulatory interactions are inhibitory. Whatstripes in proper register with the endogenous runt gene.
can be said about activating transregulators? Likely candi-
dates for activation of these two stripes are Kr and kni,Regulation of the 7-Stripe Region by Pair-Rule
whose respective domains overlay stripes 3 and 5, respec-Genes
tively. Indeed, such a role is likely for kni, as stripe 5 is
The reporter gene constructs we have described provide
missing in kni0 (this is not clear from Fig. 3G as the ex-
valuable reagents for investigating the positional regulatory
panded stripe 3 obscures the position of stripe 5, but can be
cues used to pattern runt expression during segmentation.
clearly seen in somewhat older embryos where this expan-
To determine how the 7-stripe region is regulated by other sion is less prominent). However, stripe 3 is not abolished in
segmentation mutations, we examined the expression of Kr0 (not shown). Another candidate for activation of stripe 3
construct 08.5B, which contains the intact 7-stripe region, was bcd, which activates eve stripe 2. However, in bcd0
but none of the stripe-speci®c elements. Expression of this
the stripe from this element is grossly expanded anteriorly
construct is affected by pair-rule and gap-gene mutations.
(not shown; stripe 5 is shifted but otherwise unaffected).
The effects of the gap genes will not be shown here because
Derepression of stripe 3, which may well be indirect and
many or all of these effects are consistent with being indi-
due to altered expression of gap genes such as hb, would
rect, i.e., due to altered expression of other pair-rule genes.
appear to be a major component of the large anterior domain
Of the pair-rule genes, the most severe effects are observed
of runt expression observed in bcd mutants (Klingler and
in eve mutants where the striped pattern is almost elimi-
Gergen, 1993). This ®nding rules out a strong activating
nated by the end of the blastoderm stage (Fig. 2O). In runt0,
role of bcd for stripe 3. Presumably, this stripe is activated
stripes 3 and 5 become very weak while stripe 4 is stronger
by more general transcription factors which were not identi-
than normal (Fig. 2N). The effect of hairy0 is more minor.
®ed as segmentation genes in mutagenesis experiments.
Increased expression in the interstripes is detected only The role of the gap-genes in regulating the element for
after gastrulation (not shown). Also the secondary pair-rule runt stripe 1 is less clear. Expression from this element is
gene ftz has a marked effect on the pattern from the 7-stripe not affected by hb or gt, the two gap genes expressed in the
region, albeit only after gastrulation (compare Figs. 2E and
region of stripe 1 (not shown). The lack of an effect of hb
2J). Although the effects of these pair-rule mutations on
was expected because stripe 1 of the endogenous runt gene08.5B expression are for the most part similar to what is
is normal in hb mutant embryos. In gt mutants, the ®rst
observed for the endogenous gene (Klingler and Gergen,
two stripes of the endogenous gene are fused. Given that
1993), there are differences. For example, stripe 6 of the
the pattern of the stripe 1 element line is not affected, we
endogenous pattern is enhanced in runt0, which is not the
conclude that this fusion is due to deregulation of stripe 2
case for the reporter gene construct. Further, in eve0 the
rather than of stripe 1. Which transregulator candidates
expression from the endogenous gene is reduced to a uni-
then are left for stripe 1? We ®nd that a stripe 1 line is not
formly low level during gastrulation while expression of the
expressed in bcd0 (not shown). Stripe 1 therefore does not
reporter gene is eliminated. These differences presumably
contribute to the anterior expression domain that is ob-
re¯ect the contribution of sites and elements outside the served in bcd mutants. It could be that bcd activates stripe
7-stripe region to the endogenous pattern. It is clear, how- 1 directly. Alternatively, the bcd requirement for this stripe
ever, that this region responds to pair-rule gene input in could be indirect, i.e., via bcd-dependent head gap genes.
principle similarly as the endogenous runt gene. The mech-
However, none of the known head gap genes (i.e., orthoden-
anism by which this disperse element mediates the re-
ticle, empty spiracles and buttonhead) appears to be in-
sponse to pair-rule gene regulatory input is an open question
volved in the early regulation of any of the primary pair-
that is central to understanding segmentation.
rule genes (Klingler and Gergen, 1993). Thus, the positional
cues used to generate runt stripe 1 remain elusive.
Regulation of Stripe-Speci®c Elements by Gap The stripe-speci®c elements of hairy and eve are also sub-
Genes ject to regulation by pair-rule genes (Riddihough and Ish-
Horowicz, 1991; Tsai and Gergen, 1994). We examined theUsing several different reporter gene constructs, we inves-
tigated the expression of runt's stripe-speci®c elements in expression of runt's stripe-speci®c elements in embryos mu-
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tant for the two pair-rule genes that have the strongest ef- tory properties of these different elements and their respec-
fects on runt patterning, i.e., in eve0 and in runt0. In both tive contributions to the regulation of expression during
cases there were no alterations in the patterns produced by segmentation.
the stripe 3 and 5 elements. Interestingly, there is an effect
of eve on the stripe 1 element. As observed for the endoge-
nous runt pattern, this stripe is ventrally weak or absent
in eve mutants (Fig. 3L). Based on timing, this activation Are There Stripe-Speci®c Elements for All Seven
probably re¯ects a gap-like activity associated with the runt Stripes?
early broad domain of eve expression. Thus, although there
is clear evidence for the regulation of a runt stripe-speci®c The seven-stripe patterns of the primary pair-rule genes
element by a pair-rule gene, we regard this as a special case, eve and hairy depend on stripe-speci®c elements that are
not a pair-rule gene interaction proper (i.e., not the regula- thought to be directly regulated by maternal and gap gene
tion of a runt stripe by eve stripes). Pair-rule interactions positional cues (Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989; How-
in that sense appear not to play a role in regulating the ard et al., 1988; Howard and Struhl, 1990; Langeland et
stripe-speci®c elements of runt. Rather, as shown above, al., 1994; Pankratz et al., 1990). As described here, such
the pair-rule regulation of runt is mediated via the 7-stripe elements are also present in the upstream cis-regulatory
region. region of runt. Further, we found that the elements for runt
stripes 3 and 5 are regulated by gap genes in a manner simi-
lar to what is found for the best characterized elements of
DISCUSSION eve and hairy. We identi®ed genuine stripe-speci®c ele-
ments for only three of runt's seven stripes. Do such ele-
The work presented here demonstrates how the elaborate ments also exist for the remaining stripes? A comparison
expression pattern of runt is generated as the sum of a series of the expression of the endogenous gene with our reporter
of stage-speci®c and position-speci®c subcomponents. Ge- genes suggests so. Consistently, the initial appearance of the
netic studies indicate that different transregulators are used endogenous runt stripes coincides with the time of action
for different aspects of this developmental program (Klingler of the three identi®ed stripe-speci®c elements and clearly
and Gergen, 1993). Our results identify several separable precedes the stripe pattern from the 7-stripe region. This is
cis-regulatory elements that are responsible for mediating especially the case for stripe 6, which along with stripes 1
the responses to these different regulatory cues. These ele- and 3 emerges very early in the syncitial blastoderm. Fur-
ments are spread over a segment of genomic DNA that ther support comes from the runt expression patterns ob-
extends at least from 15 kb upstream to about 5 kb down-
served in different mutants (Klingler and Gergen, 1993)
stream of the transcript initiation site. The discovery of
which seem to indicate that at least stripes 2 and 6 areelements that are more than 8.5 kb upstream of the pro-
regulated by gap genes in a manner similar to that for stripesmoter explains the inability of a genomic transposon that
3 and 5. Thus, one possibility is that additional stripe-spe-extends from 08.5 to /6 kb to provide full levels of runt
ci®c elements which respond to gap-gene regulation resideactivity (Gergen and Butler, 1988). This transposon displays
outside of the 36-kb region investigated here.somewhat aberrant expression during segmentation, the
Alternatively, some gap input sites may have unusualmost notable defect being a reduction in intensity and delay
properties, i.e., they may not be organized in discrete stripe-in formation of stripe 3, and missing neural expression (But-
speci®c elements. This possibility is provoked by our re-ler et al., 1992). These de®cits are accounted for in principle
sults on the regulation of stripe 7. An imperfect stripe 7 isby the stripe 3 element and the upstream neural element,
detected in embryos bearing reporter constructs with non-respectively. Therefore, a genomic transposon that extends
overlapping upstream fragments. A construct combiningfrom 016 to /6 kb and that contains these additional ele-
these fragments still results in a faint and fuzzy stripe. Quitements may provide suf®cient functions to account for all
possibly, combining these sequences with as yet unidenti-aspects of runt activity. As discussed below, however, there
®ed sequences could generate a perfect stripe 7. These addi-are suggestions that additional elements exist outside of the
tional sequences either could be situated outside of the re-interval investigated.
gion tested or could occur within the region, but were notGiven its pivotal role as a primary pair-rule gene, it is
identi®ed because they do not generate a detectable patternespecially interesting to compare the principles used to reg-
on their own. In either case, these ®ndings suggest that gapulate runt expression during segmentation with what is
regulation of stripe 7 occurs through binding sites that areknown about the other pair-rule genes. The striped patterns
distributed over many kilobases and that overlap other regu-of the other two primary pair-rule genes, eve and hairy,
latory elements. A similar situation has been reported forare thought to be generated by stripe-speci®c elements. In
the hairy stripe 2 (Howard and Struhl, 1990; Riddihoughcontrast, the pattern of the secondary pair-rule gene ftz de-
and Ish-Horowicz, 1991), which provides another exceptionpends on a zebra, or 7-stripe element. In this paper, we
from the rule that stripe-speci®c elements are usually orga-showed that runt possesses both types of regulatory ele-
ments. The sections below discuss the structure and regula- nized as compact elements.
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Pair-Rule Input Sites Are Dispersed over a Large 7-stripe region, but within this region only one activating
subelement could be identi®ed. This subelement is neces-Region and Interact with an Extended runt
Promoter sary for both the early expression domain and the stripe
pattern. There is also evidence for one inhibiting subele-
In addition to the stripe-speci®c elements, we identi®ed ment, which is active during gastrulation and germ band
for runt an element or region which quite early in the blasto- extension, and which may mediate the regulation of runt
derm can generate seven stripes on its own. The existence of by ftz at that stage (not shown). For none of the other spatial
this element distinguishes runt from the other two primary regulators could we de®ne distinct input sites that partici-
pair-rule genes, hairy and eve. No such element was found pate in the initial formation of the 7-stripe pattern. Only
for hairy where both gap-gene regulation and pair-rule gene the complete region gives a robust and well-resolved pat-
regulation are mediated through the stripe-speci®c ele- tern, while subregions by themselves generate either se-
ments (Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz, 1991). The lack of a verely compromised patterns or none at all. It is interesting
special pair-rule input element for hairy makes some sense; to note that the downstream 6-stripe element also mediates
although regulation by other pair-rule genes is important regulation by other pair-rule genes, and it shares with the
for establishing the hairy pattern, the stripes remain rather 7-stripe region an absolute requirement for the activating
static once formed. They do not sharpen and narrow as most subelement. Therefore, even though the 7-stripe region and
other pair-rule patterns do, including that of runt. The the 6-stripe element integrate a number of qualitatively dif-
mRNA for hairy essentially disappears by the end of cellu- ferent regulatory inputs, they together can be viewed as
larization, while other pair-rule stripes continue to be ex- one large pair-rule input unit that extends many kilobases
pressed well into germ band extension. Another aspect of upstream and downstream of the transcription unit.
pair-rule interaction correlates with this difference in the Action through disperse sites may be a general property
hairy and runt upstream regions: the hairy pattern responds of the pair-rule class of transcriptional regulators. This is
to mutations in eve and runt in a stripe-speci®c manner supported by the dif®culties in biochemically identifying
while all stripes of the runt pattern are affected more or less distinct target sequences for some of these factors. For ex-
similarly by mutations in hairy, eve or ftz. ample, in vivo crosslinking with eve and ftz showed that
Also for eve, no early-acting pair-rule input element has these homeodomain proteins bind to many sites in the ge-
been identi®ed. The ``late'' or ``auto-regulatory'' element of nome, with likely target genes being bound only about 10
eve clearly responds to pair-rule gene inputs; however, this times more strongly than other genomic DNA (Walter et
element becomes active only very late in the cellular blasto- al., 1994). Almost uniform crosslinking was observed to
derm. There is no evidence that it would mediate the altered many DNA fragments upstream and downstream of these
regulation of eve which is evident already at the midblastod- target genes, quite reminiscent of our proposed distribution
erm stage in runt and hairy mutant embryos. As eve resem- of pair-rule binding sites within the runt region. To eluci-
bles runt in this respect, it may well be that the eve regula- date the mechanism by which disperse pair-rule input re-
tory region contains an element similar to the runt 7-stripe gions function, and to understand how pair-rule factors
region. Such an element easily could have escaped detection achieve target speci®city is essential to understanding pat-
if it was similarly large and disperse as the runt 7-stripe terning in the Drosophila embryo. The structure of these
region, especially if it should overlap with strong compact disperse elements strongly suggests that these studies will
elements. provide insights into novel mechanisms of transcriptional
Of the pair-rule gene regulatory elements identi®ed so regulation.
far, the one most similar to the runt 7-stripe region is the
zebra element of the secondary pair-rule gene ftz. Both ele-
ments are active prior to gastrulation and respond to posi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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